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Land subsidence and sea-level change: Contributions
from the melting of the last great ice sheets and the isostatic
adjusffnent of the Earth

Kurt Lambeck & Paul Johnston
The AustralianNationalUniversity, Research School of Earth Sciences, Canberra, A-C.T., Australia

Abstract The time-space spectrum of natural changes in the position of the sea
relative to land (or visa versa) is rich and complex and defines the background against
which anthropogenic causes must be discussed. The particular natural process
discussed in this paper is the pervasive glacio-hydro-isostatic signal that operates
globally even long after the driving force has ceased. The process is discussed and
illustrated with examples from several regions; the North Sea, France, Greece, the
Adriatic Sea, and Australia. Estimates of the present rates of change from this
particular cause are also given.

INTRODUCTION

The Earth's crust is subject to a broad spatial and temporal spectrum of deformation
with both horizontal and vertical components. Global scale processes, with length
scales of the order of thousands of kilometres, range from geological timescales to the
order of hours to seconds. Their magnitudes range downwards from a few cm/year.
In between these time scales, global deformations occur on time scales of thousands
of years to days, being driven both by surface and internal processes. At the other end
of the spatial spectrum, short length-scale deformations, of the order of a few hundred
kilometres and less, abound. Their magnitudes may be of the order of meters in the
case of large earthquake displacements or less than a fraction of a mm/year in the case
of some of the secular tectonic processes. Fig. 1 illustrates some of the principal
natural contributions to this spectrum. Most of these processes are discussed in
Lambeck (1988).

The global plate tectonics model provides a framework for discussing many of
these natural surface displacements. The tectonic driving force behind the slow and
seemingly steady movements of the tectonic plates is usually attributed to some form
of mantle convection. Yet the rapid, large, and localised earthquake displacements,
reflecting the crustal response to stress build up in the Earth, are a consequence of the
same process. Mountain building, mainly at converging plate margins, is also driven
by the plate tectonic forces. Erosion of the newly elevated terrain leads to the
deposition of sediments, and hence to further vertical movements as the crust responds
to changes in the surface loads. Furthermore, the convection in the mantle controls the
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I The space-time spectrum of tectonic processes leading to deformation of the

thermal structure of the planet's interior and this can lead to vertical and horizontal
displacements of the crust through surface expressions of the time-dependent
temperature field, such as the broad uplift at the mid-ocean ridges and ocean swells
or the more localised displacements associated with the larger volcanic systems. Thus

f the mantle convection process were understood, if the response of the mantle and
crust to changes in forces and temperature were fully known, and f the mechanics of
erosion could be quantified, it would also be possible to develop comprehensive
models for the deformation of the Earth's surface. All three provisos are far from
being satisfied and instead different parts of the problem are usually treated separately.
Table I summarises some examples of magnitudes of typical surface displacements
occurring on geological timescales. The horizontal movements are usually the most
dominant but vertical movements are also significant, particularly at the bounda¡ies of
the tectonic plates.

The second principal cause of surface displacements is the consequence of
redistribution of surface loads. These range from global changes, as occur durilg
cycles of glaciation and deglaciation, to local changes as occur during sediment
deposition in large river delta systems. They range from long term or secular changes,
as for the above two types of events, to short term changes, as are associated with
redistributions in meteorological or oceanographic loads. In contrast to the active
tectonic processes, the deformations associated with the differential loading processes
(or passive tectonic processes) are primarily in the vertical direction. Generally the
loading problems are more tractable than the tectonic processes as the loads can
usually be defined from geological investigations and the mechanical models are
relatively simple. In contrast, in the active tectonic examples, the driving forces as well
as the response of the crust to these forces is unknown, or only partly known, and
solutions are corespondingly less certain.
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Table I summary of some of the principat long-wave length deformations of the
Earth on timescales of the order 1.06 years or longer

Phenomenon Recion I-ength Horizontal Ve¡tical hincipal cause
scale movement movement
(krn) (cdyr)

Plâte tectonics

Intemal deformation
of plates

Uplift at plate
margms

Continental margin
subsidence

Island subsidence

New Zealand

Papua New
Guinea

global

Gulf of Mexico

Eastem
Australian
highlands

Hawaüan
seâmounts

Hawaiia¡
seamoùnts

Makatea
islands of
South Pacific

I-oyalty isìands
Southwest
Pacific

I cn/yr

<0.5 run/yr

<0.1 mm/yr

<I mqr/yr

<<0.1 mrn/yr

<I mm/yr

<O.i mm,/yr

-O.l mm/yr

-O.1 mm/yr

Mantle convection

Response of lithosphere
to plâte tectonic fotces

Convergence of plates

Convergence of plates

The¡mal conhaction of
lithosphere

Sediment loading on
time scale of lOa years

Isostatic response to
erosional unloading

Sho¡t term response to
volcanic loading

t-ong ()106 years)
response to volcânic
loading

Flexural response of
lithosphere to nearby
volcanic loads

Flexural response of
lithosphere at
subduction zones

global

global

t03-104

l03-loo

l - 10

< l

103

102

103

l02

i03

1O'?

1O'?

1o'?

l02

Island uplift

In this paper we will review one of the natural processes that is important not only on
a time scale of 103 to lOa years but that can also be significant today. Most of the
global or regional tectonic deformations occur on longer timescales at rates that a¡e,
with a few exceptions, not significant on the human timescale. The issue in question
here is the deformation of the crust and concomitant sea-level change in response to
the melting of the last great ice sheets. Melting was completed by about 6000 years
ago but the effect on land subsidence and uplift has lingered on such as to be one of
the rñore important natural contributors to global vertical land and sea movements. The
emphasis, in keeping with the theme of this Symposium, will be on land subsidence,
and the illustrations will be primarily for coastal or near-coastal zones. Anthropogenic
factors will not be discussed but it could be said that their causes and methods of
analysis ¿Ìre very similar to this natural process, differing primarily in scale and in
rates. Often the natural and anthropogenic processes occur side by side and the former
will need to be well understood if there is to be successful action to combat the latter.
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LAND SUBSIDENCE

Land subsidence can be defined in one of two ways; as an absolute change in the
radial position of the land surface relative to the Earth's centre of mass, or as the
change in the position of the land surface relative to sea level. The first definition
corresponds to what would be measured by very high accuracy geodetic positioning

methods using satellite techniques, although these methods will generally measure
differential subsidence with greater precision. This quantity will be defined here as true
land subsidence. The second definition corresponds to what is measured with a tide
gauge or with geodetic levelling if the latter is referenced to tide gauge(s). It allows
for the possibility that sea level itseH is changing with respect to the Ea¡th's centre of
mass through changes in ocean volume. This quantity will be defined here as relative
land subsidence and corresponds to the negative of relative sea-level change.
Geological indicators of vertical movements during Quaternary time usually correspond
to this second definition. If the geodetic levelling results are referenced to inland
benchmarks on solid rock rather than to tide gauge datums then any changes in land
level would approximate a measure of true land subsidence or uplift, provided that the
rock surface itself is immobile, a condition that is not satisfied in any situation as
some of the examples discussed below will indicate. At best such observations provide
a measure of the spatial variations in true land subsidence.

A complete description of land subsidence therefore requires monitoring of both
the motions of the land and of the sea but only in recent times has the fbrmer become
a possibility (but not yet a practicality) at useful levels of accuracy. Tide gauges can,
with much care and attention, monitor changes in sea level of the order of 1 mm when
averaged over about one year. But it remains to be demonstrated that the geodetic
positioning methods can match this accuracy over long periods of time; the major

stumbling blocks being atmospheric propagation effects of the optical or microwave
signals between the ground stations and satellites and the difficulty of maintaining the
geodetic reference frame at a commensurate level of accuracy for very long periods

of time. Thus most observations of land subsidence will correspond to the second
definition given above, âs the change in lald level relative to the sea. But for nearly
all practical purposes this is also the quantity that is of greatest interest.

SEA LEVEL AND LAND MOVEMENTS IN RESPONSE TO THE
DEGLACIATION OF TIIE LAST ICE SHEETS

One of the globally pervasive processes producing relative land subsidence and uplift

is the on-going response of the Earth to the last deglaciation and to the concomitant
addition of water into the world's oceans. Land uplift, and the relative fall in sea level

beneath the formerly glaciated regions has long been recognised as important and its
human consequence is well exemplified by the progressive shift of the Swedish
harbour capital from north of Uppsala in Viking days to present day Stockholm (See

also Ekman, 1991).
But the adjustment of the land is not restricted to the regions close to the former

areas of glaciation. Immediately beyond these regions the crust is subsiding, primarily
in response to the flow induced in the mantle to the glacial unloading while much
further away, the dominant adjustment of the crust is to the water load added into the
oceans during the melting of the continental-based ice sheets. The resulting complex
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global pattem of relative sea-level change in recent geological time has long been
recognised (e.g. Walcott, 19'72; Cathless, 1915: Cla¡k et al., 1978) but less well
appreciated seems to be that this process can still be important in recent times (but see
Lambeck & Nakiboglu,1984; Nakiboglu & Lambeck, 1991; Peltier & Tushingham,
1991 ) .

When a continental-based ice sheet melts, sea level will rise on average by an
amount:

LÇ"Q)=(p,""xchange in ice volume)l(p,,",",xocean surface area) (1)

(where p is density). This is the eustatic sea-level (esl) change. But, because of the
gravitational attraction of the former ice sheet, sea level may actually fall in the
vicinity of the ice margin whereas further away sea level will rise by more than the
average amount (1). Superimposed on this are the isostatic contributions arising from
the changing stress state in the lithosphere and mantle as the ice sheets decay. Mantle
flow is induced towards the areas of unloading, resulting in uplift of the crust beneath
the former ice sheets and subsidence over a wide region surrounding the former ice
sheet. The concomitant change in the water load also modifies the state of stress in the
mantle and further contributes to the redistribution of mass in the mantle. The problem
that needs to be solved, therefore, is one of mantle convection driven by a surface load
that is time and position dependent. In a qualitative marìner the resulting change in sea
Ievel at a position g and time ¡ before the present can be schematically expressed as:

¡((q,Ð = ^(,(/) * À(,(rP,¡) * ^(.(9,Ð Q)

The first term is the eustatic sea level defined by (1). The second term, the
ice-load term À(,, or the glacio-isostatic term, describes the incremental change in sea
level that is the result of the deformation of the Earth's surface due to the changing
ice sheets. It also includes the contribution from the change in the gravity field
produced by the changing mass distribution of the ice and by the redistributed mass
resulting from the mantle flow as the planet seeks to restore hydrostatic equilibrium.
The ice-load term will be a function of both the rheological properties of the Ea¡th and
the temporal and spatial distribution of the ice sheets. The third term, the waterload
term Ä(., or hydro-isostatic term, defines the contribution from the adjustment of the
Earth to the redistributed melt-water load into the oceans and includes the contribution
from the associated changes in the gravity field. It will be a function òTrhe-ea¡th
rheology, of the shape of the oceans and of the change in sea level itself.

Both isostatic terms are functions of time and position and they result in a
complex pattem of relative sea level change. Fig. 2 illustrates predicted results for
several localities that illustrate well this variability. (These results are based on the
models and model parameters discussed in Lambeck (1993) and Johnston (1993)).
Beneath the former areas of glaciation the crustal rebound is substantial and the
glacio-isostatic term dominates over the otler two contributions, with the characteristic
result of a falling sea level relative to the crust (Fig. 2a). These predictions are
characteristic of the observed change in the Gulf of Bothnia of northern Europe and
in the Hudson Bay of Canada. Towards the edges of the ice sheet the L(,(g,t) nd
eustatic terms may be of comparable magnitude but opposite sign and the relative sea
level curves now exhibit a more complex pattern and one that changes quickly with
position (Fig. 2b). These predictions are chæacteristic of sites along the Norwegian
coast and Scotland, for example. Further away again, the eustatic contribution becomes
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Fig. 2 Predicted glacio-hydro-isostatic sea level change for locations at differing
distances from the ice sheet based on a simple model for the isostatic process. These
results are illustrative of the trends in sea level change for different locations for the
past 10.000 years.
a Sites near the centre of the former ice sheet (Angerman River (Gulf of Bothnia),

Uppsala, (Sweden) and Oslo (Norway)).
b Sites near the edge of the forme ice sheet (Goteborg (Sweden), Kobenhavn and

Arhus (Denmark) and Kiel (Germany)).
c Sites outside the former region of glaciation (Kiel and Cuxhaven (Germany),

Groningen and The Hague (The Netherlands), Calais and Bianitz (Frarce)).

d A site on the Australian margin far from the former ice sheet at Ka¡umba, North

Queensland (see figure 8 for location).

dominant but the isostatic terms represent significant departures (Fig. 2c). Within a
distance of typically 40" to 60" of the ice centres, the glacio-isostatic term is
important in shaping the overall pattem of apparent land subsidence but the rates vary
substantially with distance from the ice sheet. Also, now the hydro-isostatic terms
become relatively important and the spatial variability is both a function of the
distance from the ice sheets and of the coastline geometry (of the geometry of the
water load added to the oceans in the vicinity of the point in question). Much further
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away the LÇ,@,t) become relatively unimportant, but never vanish enthely, and the
dominant spatial variability is introduced by the LÇ-@,t) contribution. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2d for some coastal sites in Australia and these predictions are
characteristic of all margins far from the former ice sheets. The apparent fall in sea
level here is a consequence of the subsidence of the sea floor under the water load and
the uplift of the continent as mantle material flows from the stressed oceanic mantle
to beneath the continent. The rates of subsidence are small, but measurable from
geological indicators, and the predictions are largely consistent with the observations
(Lambeck & Nakada, 1990). Important to note is that significant spatial variability is
predicted, and observed, because of the dependence of the LÇ.(p,t) term on the way
the water load is distributed.

The results of Fig. 2 illustrate several important points. First, they point to the
ongoing response of the Earth to a driving mechanism that essentially ceased 8.000 to
6.000 years ago when the melting of the Late Pleistocene ice sheets was largely
complete. They also point to the spatial variability of the response of the Earth to this
deglaciation. Even sites relatively near to each other can respond differently, as is
illustrated further in Figs. 3 to 8 below. Thus it is not always legitimate to estimate
composite sea-level curves for a region from geological data without first correcting
for the relative isostatic factors (Lambeck, 1991). The results also point to these
isostatic factors being relatively important in comparison to other natural causes of
land subsidence and uplift. In Scandinavia the maximum rates of uplift occurring today
approach I cm/year. But in the Netherlands the relative land subsidence (or sea-level
rise) from this source is expected to be about 1 mm/year. Along the Australian margin
the predicted rates of relative land uplift (or sea-level fall) are less than I mm/year but
this background signal is significant when it comes to evaluating tide gauge records
for global sea-level change.

Examples

In this Symposium the emphasis is on land subsidence rather than uplift, and, with one
exception, we will resÍict the examples to regions where the glacio-hydro-isostatic
models lead to sea level rise and to relative land subsidence.

Norttr Sea

Fig. 3 illustrates the principal contributions to sea level change that are of
glacio-hydro-isostatic origin based on the models discussed by Lambeck (1995a). The
results are expressed in terms of the sea levels at a past epoch relative to the present
sea level. Results for two epochs only, 6.000 years ago and 2.000 years ago, are
illustrated here. Figure 3a illustrates the glacio-isostatic conffibutions at the two epochs
and these reveal the dominant influence from the ongoing adjustment of the crust to
the removal of the British and Scandinavian ice sheets, although the Laurentide ice
sheet makes an important contribution as well. Fig. 3b illustrates the hydro-isostatic
contributions at these epochs. In terms of amplitude they are smaller than the glacial
terms but they exhibit a more complex spatial pattem that broadly follows the present
North Sea coastline. (In the model the coastline has not remained constant through
time and the southern North Sea is above sea level until about 8.000 years ago. This
explains some of the apparent peculiarities in the model predictions). The total relative
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sea level at these two epochs is given in Fig. 3c. This shows well the pattern of sea
level, and hence land subsidence, along the coastlines of the North Sea in the absence
of any other contributions. The predicted present rate of relative sea level rise, or land
subsidence, is illustrated in Fig. 4. It should be emphasised that, in comparing these
predictions with observations, that this is an estimate of the relative land subsidence
and the true subsidence will actually be greater. Also it is a prediction of one
contribution to a possible range of processes that may conüol land subsidence along
this section of the coast, such as tectonic subsidence of the North Sea or subsidence
of the land produced by sediment compaction and consolidation in response to changes
in ground fluid regimes. But it is probably the contribution that can be evaluated with
the greatest confidence and must be taken into account in any discussion of land
subsidence in this region.

The French Atlantic coast

Numerous studies have been made of sea-level change along the French Atlantic coast.
Generally the region has been recognised as one of a gradual subsidence of the
shorelines relative to the sea but it has occasionally been suggested that large

T = 2,000 yea¡s
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T = 6,000 yea¡s T = 2,000 yea¡s

c

Fig. 3 Spatial pattem of the predicted sea level change in the North Sea and Great
Britain region at 6.000 and 2.000'years before present. a The glacio-isostatic
contribution; b The hydro-isostatic contribution; c The total predicted sea level change.
The contours (in meters) specify the location of sea level relative to the present value.
(Negative values correspond to sea levels at these epochs below their present level thus
to areas of sea level rise at these epochs and to relative land subsidence). (See

Lambeck 1995a for further details and epochs).

oscillations in sea level have occurred (e.g. Ters, 1986). However, much of this
inferred temporal variability is the result of ignoring the spatial variability resulting
from the glacio-isostasy process, which is significant along the French coast from
Calais in the north to Biarritz in the south, and the hydro-isostasy process which is
significant when peninsular sites from Bretagne are compared with sites within bays
or along the English Channel (Lambeck, 1995b). Fig. 5 illustrates model predictions
for this sector of the coast and they continue the trends given in Fig. 3 for the North
Sea coast. The glacio-isostatic terms decrease progressively from north to south but
the hydro-isostatic terms retain their significant amplitudes and variability throughout.
The present predicted rates of relative land subsidence, or reìative sea level rise, along
this section of the coast range from 0.4 mm/year to 1.0 mm/year. These rates are small
but significant when extrapolated over periods of time that are characteristic of human
occupation of the region. They are, for example, consistent with the many
now-submerged menhirs of Bretagne having been originally constructed above the tidal
range and the models of sea-level change can be used to place age constraints on
archaeological sites.

Mediterranean

Two regions of the Mediterranean, the Aegean and Adriatic, are considered here to
illustrate the importance of the glacio-hydro-isostatic contributions to sea level in a
region that may, at first glance, be considered to lie far from former areas of
glaciation. In both regions the glacio-isostatic contributions remain, however,
significant and lead to an overall rise in sea level or to apparcnt land subsidence if no

o

o
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Fig. 4 Present rates of seal-level change predicted by the glacio-hydro-isostatic theory.
a The North Sea and Great Britain; b France; c Greece and the Aegean Sea; d The
Adriatic Sea. The rates are in mm/vear.

other contributions are considered (Figs. 6a. &.'7a). The hydro-isostatic terms also are
important (Figs. 6b & 7b) ard contribute substantially to the total spatial variability
of the sea level response in both areas (Figs. 6c &. 7c). For the Aegean region,
including Crete and the Peloponnese, these contributions to the sea level signal are
comparable to the tectonic changes and the isostatic models are important for
estimating rates of tectonic subsidence and uplift from either the available geological
or archaeological evidence (Lambeck, 1995c). For example, the observational evidence
from the heads of the southern gulfs of the Peloponnese, at Elos, Messini, and Tiryns,
has been interpreted in terms of tectonic subsidence of these plains (e.g. Flemming,
1978) whereas, once corrected for the isostatic factors, the conclusion is that there is
no long term tectonic subsidence (on time scales of 104 years and longer) but that the
presently observed sea level rise is of a temporal glacio-hydro-isostatic origin. This
conclusion is supported by the geological observations that the shorelines
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Fig. 5 Same as figure 3, but for the French coast line (see Lambeck, 1995b, for further
details).

colresponding to the last interglacial (-120.000 years old) are close to present day sea
level. Glacio-hydro-isostatic models predict this, but if the region has been subsiding
tectonically at rates of I mm/year then these surfaces would now be 100 m or more
below the present sea level.

The results for the Adriatic region illustrated in Fig. 7 are similar to those for
Greece except that the amplitudes of the glacio-isostatic terms are somewhat greater,
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Fig. 6 Same as figure 3, but for Greece and the Aegean Sea region (see Lambeck,
1995c, for further details).
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Fig. 7 Same as figure 3, but for the Adriatic Sea.
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Fig. 8 Same as figure 4, but for the Australian region

the northem part of the Adriatic Iying correspondingly closer to the former'
Fennoscandian ice sheet margin. In this particular model calculation the rebound of the
Alps from Late Pleistocene ice cover has not been included but some simple order of
magnitude estimates suggest that while this effect is small it augments the principal

contribution from the former Scandinavian ice. Of note is that for a location such as
Venice the land subsidence from this long term natural cause is about 0.5 mm/year,
relatively small when compared with the anthropogenic effect, but one that is beyond
human control.

The two examples illustrate some important points. At the mm/year level this
natural cause represents a significant part of the observed sea-level change or land

subsidence in areas of Greece and the Aegean where anthropogenic factors are not

excessive. These isostatic contributions are comparable to tectonic rates frequently

encountered in active regions and corrections must be applied if meaningful estimates
of the latter rates are sought. Not to do so can lead to quite erroneous tectonic

conclusions being drawn for a region (Lambeck, 1995c). In areas where anthropogenic
factors are important, such as the northern Adriatic region near Venice, these isostatic
factors provide background or regional rates upon which the more localised effects
must be superimposed.

The Australian continent

In the Ausiralian region it is the hydro-isostatic contribution that is the most important
and is responsible for the net fall in sea level predicted to have occurred and observed
around much of the Australian margin (Lambeck & Nakada, 1990). The offshore
region is subject to subsidence in response to the melt-water load added into the
oceans, but the continent itselfis subject to uplift in response to flow from the oceanic
to continental mantle, taking the shoreline up with it. Fig. 8 illustrates the present rates
predicted for the region. These results illustrate several important points. First, there
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is no stable platform, even in the absence of tectonics, and the interior of Australia is
predicted to be uplifted at a rate approaching 1.0 mm/year. Second there is an
approximately north-south trend predicted in these rates, with the southern-most coastal
regions having smaller rates of change than the northern sites. This is a consequence
of the glacio isostatic term due to changes in the Antarctic ice sheet. In the southern
latitudes, the response to any past changes to the Antarctic ice sheet manifest
themselves as a gradually rising sea level, similar to the primarily northem hemisphere
signal seen in the North Sea for example. Similar tendencies are seen in New Zealand
and can be expected for South America. Third, within regions of complex coastal
geometry, significant variation in sea level signal is predicted to occur. In the Gulf St
Vincent of South Australia, for example, the rates change by a factor of up to 2 over
a distance of less than 250 km (see Fig. 8), a consequetce of sites near the head of
the gulf being effectively inland sites and therefore uplifted to a greater extent than
sites at the entrance to the gulf. These predictions are largely consistent with the
observations of sea level chanqe in the a¡ea over the past 5.000-6.000 vea¡s (Lambeck
& Nakada, 1990).

PRESENT SEA LEYEL CHANGE

The above examples illustrate the rich global pattern of sea-level change predicted by
the model of glacio-hydro-isostasy, predictions that are wholly consistent with
observations from Holocene time. The examples illustrate that the process has not yet
been completed and present rates of change from this cause alone lie within the range
of both observational accuracies and the human experience. Fig. 4 illustrates the
predicted present rates of change in the absence of all other factoß for several
European regions. This is the background signal upon which the anthropogenic signal
has to be superimposed. A rising sea level from a globat thermal expansion, for
example, enhances the encroachment of the sea onto the Netherlands and
Mediterranean coastal plains. But along the Australian coast the same thermal effect
is of lesser consequence because it first has to overcome the natural background signal
(Fie. 8).

These results indicate ttrat the concept of a single value for global sea-level rise
is not a very useful concept: that even in the absence of tectonic displacements of the
crust, the sea level change will not be uniform if, for example, partial melting of the
Antarctic ice sheet were to occur. Attempts to analyze tide gauge data for this spatial
variability have been made but without grear success (Nakiboglu & Lambeck, 1991),
largely because of inadequate observational data of the existing observational evidence.
But one lesson of this attempt has been that, in order to understand the present sea
level signal, and extensive, spatially well distributed, tide gauge network wiil be
required in order to sepa-rate anthropogenic from natural causes.
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